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PANACAST 20

Protect personal privacy
and sensitive data in and out
of the office with PanaCast 20

The challenge
With the modern workplace expanding
beyond the bounds of the traditional
office to include homes and a hybrid mix
of locations, and the technology to
facilitate remote work growing more
sophisticated, more people are choosing
video conferencing as their preferred
means of communication.

Companies must therefore consider all user actions and
communications as potentially harmful to safeguard against such
threats. This is especially pertinent to their hybrid or fully remote
employees working outside of the company sphere, as their
actions are more difficult to monitor.

However, the increase in the popularity of video conferencing has
also led to an increase in the vulnerability of systems and devices
to cyber attack, particularly when employees are working outside
of the office.

•

The entry points cyber criminals can infiltrate are virtually limitless
– and the sudden rise of video conferencing has only served to
expand the attack surface and the opportunities for hackers.
And while technology providers continue to deliver improvements
and protections that strengthen security, these measures are only
effective when users also take the necessary precautions.
Indeed, there are multiple ways that users can inadvertently
expose themselves and their organizations to data breach.
Connecting work devices to unsanctioned and public networks,
introducing unsanctioned personal devices, or co-opting company
property for personal business all raise the attack risk. To ensure
company information stays safe, users must refrain from logging
into work emails, or downloading files using a personal computer
or mobile device. Failing to maintain proper “cyber hygiene” to
include regularly scanning for viruses and updating software,
passwords, and operating systems to protect against threats
also provides cyber criminals with openings to attack.

Since these employees are not insulated against cyber threats by
corporate IT infrastructure and sophisticated security measures
that cross the cloud, network, and application layers, companies
need a solution that extends to the user level – where the
responsibility ultimately lies – to help protect their systems and
sensitive data, regardless of where their employees are working. • 

SECURITY PAINS AT A GLANCE
• As hybrid working increases, so too does cyber crime, with
cyber crime-related attacks skyrocketing by 600% during
COVID-19*
• Remote working has made companies more vulnerable to
cyber attack, causing the average cost of a data breach to
increase by $137,000*

15 Important Cybersecurity Statistics in 2021 – TitanFile

*
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The solution
Meet Jabra PanaCast 20. This compact,
personal video camera offers a unique
solution to ensure employee video
communication and collaboration
is secure.

And for the calls when users aren’t feeling camera-ready,
PanaCast 20 provides instant protection with its integrated
privacy cover. In the flick of a finger it slides across the lens
to effectively hide whatever they don’t want seen.

It now features On-device Background Effects, an intelligent
experience that allows the user to optionally apply a real-time
blur effect or replace their video background – directly on
PanaCast 20 – for added privacy and security in the office,
on location, or at home.
Traditionally, utilizing such effects during video calls would
involve the user applying a virtual background within their
preferred video client to obscure their environment from
meeting participants on the far end. But, while this allows the
user to feel a sense of security in front of their peers, the reality
is that the entirety of the video image is still being seen by the
user’s computer, their video client, and the cloud – and fully
exposed as it passes through every secured and unsecured
network along the way.

Privacy cover – open

Privacy cover – closed

With PanaCast 20, the pixels that comprise a user’s background
are protected by having the background effects applied on the
camera itself.
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How does it work?
With a powerful Edge AI chipset built in,
PanaCast 20 is not your standard
webcam. It is an intelligent personal video
camera that performs all of the
processing for the user’s video image
directly. But, this intelligence extends far
beyond just processing video – it also
drives the enhanced features by
continuously scanning and analyzing the
user’s video image, and then optimizing
according to the applied experience(s),
which now includes on-device
background effects.
With the feature enabled, PanaCast 20 identifies, segments,
and separates the pixels that comprise the user’s image and the
user’s background. Depending on the user’s choice of effect, the
background is then obscured using a real-time blur effect or
replaced with a solid color. Meanwhile, the Edge AI monitors and
adapts instantaneously the user’s positioning and movements
to ensure their actual background is continuously blocked from
view, meaning only the camera lens sees the user’s actual
background in its entirety.

The end result is a secure, composite video image of the user’s
person and their protected background, which can be safely
transmitted to their computer, the cloud, and their video
conferencing client.
PanaCast 20 can provide an added layer of protection for personal
video communications, effectively safeguarding against cyber
attacks that target video conferencing signals in flight and
securing sensitive data and visuals that could be otherwise
exposed, albeit unknowingly, by remote and hybrid employees.

What cyber attackers see when attempting
to access your video image

JABRA PANACAST 20
On-device Background Effects

Client-based blur effect/
virtual background
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The comparison
This diagram illustrates the difference between using a standard
webcam with client-based virtual background or effect and using
Jabra PanaCast 20 with On-device Background Effects.
CLIENT-BASED VIRTUAL BACKGROUND OR EFFECT
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CLIENT-BASED VIRTUAL BACKGROUND OR EFFECT:
1. User video image is captured by the user’s webcam and supplied to the user’s PC for processing
2. U
 ser video image, as captured, is sent across one or more networks to the cloud
3. U
 ser video image, as captured, is made available to cloud servers to become accessible within the video conferencing client
4. User video image, as captured, is accessed from the cloud by the user from their video conferencing client
5. U
 ser applies the virtual background or effect within the video conferencing client and the composite user image is presented
to meeting participants on the far end

JABRA PANACAST 20 ON-DEVICE BACKGROUND EFFECTS
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JABRA PANACAST 20 ON-DEVICE BACKGROUND EFFECTS:
1. User video image is captured and processed directly by PanaCast 20, to include the enabled on-device background
effect (blur or solid color), producing a composite image
2. C
 omposite user image (with background blurred or replaced) is supplied to the user’s PC and subsequently sent
across one or more networks to the cloud
3. C
 omposite user image (with background blurred or replaced) is made available to cloud servers to become accessible
within the video conferencing client
4. Composite user image (with background blurred or replaced) is accessed from the cloud by the user from their video
conferencing client
5. C
 omposite user image (with background blurred or replaced) is presented to meeting participants on the far end
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Find out more
If you have any questions about security
with Jabra products, please contact your
Jabra representative or visit Jabra.com
WHO WE ARE
We engineer technology that makes life look and sound
better. Our world-leading headsets, intelligent video
technology and advanced earbuds make sure life
and work stay wonderfully in tune.
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